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Description
The gene spans121 kb on minus strand; 17 exons. 
Localisation
Nucleus.
Function
Lysine acetyltransferase activity (histone acyl transferase); MYST3 (MOZ) and MYST4 (MORF) possess both transcription activation and transcription repression domains; transcriptional regulators; interact with RUNX1 and RUNX2; Moz, the zebrafish ortholog of MYST3, was also found to regulate Hox expression; Moz behaves like a trithorax group factor.
Homology
With MYST4 (MORF) (monocytic leukemia zinc finger protein-related factor), a transcription regulator with positive and negative domains and activities. Oncogenesis EP300 is very similar to CRBBP (see above), the breakpoints on these 2 genes are on homologous regions; the breakpoint on MYST3 is more proximal in the t(8;22).
Implicated in
Breakpoints
To be noted
Note: MYST3 and MLL share: a common dual transcription activation / repression activity; probable or certain HOX genes expression regulation; 2 common translocation partners: CREBBP and EP300 giving rise to AML and t-AML with poor prognoses.
